Monday 25th June 2018

Dear Parent/Carer
The children and adults thoroughly enjoyed the trip to Odds Farm
last week. We had the chance to see many animals, their babies
and even feed them whilst in the animal barn! There were lots of
other activities for us to participate in and we tried our best to
fit everything in; bottle feeding the kid goats was a favourite for
most of the children! The children also enjoyed a tractor ride,
playing in the giant playground and finding their way around
the maze.
All of the children were so well behaved and the teachers are very proud!

In the maths zone, the children enjoyed playing with the sorting colours/objects game. They were
taking turns with colour spinner to see which colour they needed to find, then using the tweezers
to pick up the correct coloured object. The children worked really hard to ensure the game was
fair and everyone had a turn. The bugs and sawdust was also popular last week with children
hiding the bugs and seeing who could find the most or least.
In the communication/literacy zone, the children were very keen to share their experiences of
watching and playing football. They were telling their friends and the adults about what they had
seen on the TV and explaining how and who they play football with at the park. As the children
were showing such a keen interest, we decided to play some games such as ‘score a goal’ and
create some flags from different countries by drawing and colouring.
The creative zone was very busy last week with a variety of activities/games all chosen by the
children. The creative table was very popular with children selecting their own resources such as
sellotape, straws and scissors to create with. They also enjoyed using the sponges and scrapers
to mix paint together, and then adding water to see what happened to the paint.
In the home corner the children also decided to put on a ‘show’ to see who could make everyone
laugh! It was very nice to see their sense of humours emerging!

Thank you!
The Nursery Team 
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